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Abstract—Haptic-based tissue stiffness perception is essential for palpation training system, which can provide the surgeon haptic

cues for improving the diagnostic abilities. However, current haptic devices, such as Geomagic Touch, fail to provide immersive and

natural haptic interaction in virtual surgery due to the inherent mechanical friction, inertia, limited workspace and flawed haptic

feedback. To tackle this issue, we design a novel magnetic levitation haptic device based on electromagnetic principles to augment the

tissue stiffness perception in virtual environment. Users can naturally interact with the virtual tissue by tracking the motion of magnetic

stylus using stereoscopic vision so that they can accurately sense the stiffness by the magnetic stylus, which moves in the magnetic

field generated by our device. We propose the idea that the effective magnetic field (EMF) is closely related to the coil attitude for the

first time. To fully harness the magnetic field and flexibly generate the specific magnetic field for obtaining required haptic perception,

we adopt probability clouds to describe the requirement of interactive applications and put forward an algorithm to calculate the best coil

attitude. Moreover, we design a control interface circuit and present a self-adaptive fuzzy proportion integration differentiation (PID)

algorithm to precisely control the coil current. We evaluate our haptic device via a series of quantitative experiments which show the

high consistency of the experimental and simulated magnetic flux density, the high accuracy (0.28 mm) of real-time 3D positioning and

tracking of the magnetic stylus, the low power consumption of the adjustable coil configuration, and the tissue stiffness perception

accuracy improvement by 2.38 percent with the self-adaptive fuzzy PID algorithm. We conduct a user study with 22 participants, and

the results suggest most of the users can clearly and immersively perceive different tissue stiffness and easily detect the tissue

abnormality. Experimental results demonstrate that our magnetic levitation haptic device can provide accurate tissue stiffness

perception augmentation with natural and immersive haptic interaction.

Index Terms—Virtual tissue stiffness perception, magnetic levitation haptic feedback, surgical simulation, effective magnetic field

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

HAPTIC feedback plays a key role in realizing realistic
surgical simulation in virtual environment [1], [2], [3],

which is usually performed for medical training, pre-
operative planning, surgical performance evaluation, etc.
Manymedical procedures are often preceded or accompanied
by palpation [4], which is usually used to examinemetastases,
detect tissue abnormality, and locate anatomical landmarks
such as bones, muscles and pulse. It is beneficial for perform-
ing these medical tasks by including palpations in training
simulators. Besides, stiffness perception is vital for performing
palpations, and tissue stiffer than surrounding could be recog-
nized as a possible tumor [5]. Therefore, it is essential to
accurately provide surgeons with tissue stiffness perception
augmentation in surgical simulation systems.

Currently, there are mainly two methods for augment-
ing tissue stiffness perception: pseudo-haptic feedback
and haptic feedback. Pseudo-haptic feedback is based on
tissue stiffness maps, which are provided by rolling
mechanical imaging [6], [7], [8], [9] and do not require real
haptic devices. Compared with pseudo-haptic feedback,
haptic feedback augments tissue stiffness perception by
using a haptic device to interact with virtual environ-
ments, which is similar to the way of human perceiving
information.

There have been numerous studies on tissue stiffness
perception augmentation using haptic devices. The most
widely used haptic device is Geomagic Touch, such as
Phantom Omni. Nisky et al. [10] combined a mechanical
simulator with a Phantom Premium to perform the stiffness
perception in laparoscopy. Son et al. [11] utilized a Phantom
as the master device to perceive soft tissue in teleoperation
experiments. Ullrich et al. [4] adopted two Phantom Omni
devices to implement a more realistic finger grip configura-
tion for palpation tasks by modifying the end effector of one
haptic device. However, Geomagic Touch provides haptic
feedback on the operation arm through the transfer of
mechanical joints. Such haptic devices suffer inherent
mechanical friction and a certain amount of inertia, thus it
will raise an issue if the operation arm is moved quickly
[12]. Additionally, the stylus’ movement of such haptic
devices is limited, thus the workspace is not large enough
to simulate the actual medical operation.
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Another stream of haptic devices provide haptic feedback
in a contactless manner without direct skin contact, such as
air-jet and ultrasonic radiation pressure [13]. The AIREAL
device, designed by Disney Research [14], is an example of
the air-jet haptic device, which can provide interactive haptic
feedback in mid-air by stimulating the user’s skin with
compressed air pressure fields. However, the transfer of the
air-jet method through themedium is slow and its force feed-
back lacks spatial and temporal qualities [15] due to the phys-
ical properties of air, making it unsuitable for the application
of tissue stiffness perception. Ultrahaptics [16], designed by
Carter et al., is an another device to deliver mid-air haptic
feedback, which employs focused ultrasound to project dis-
crete points of haptic feedback directly to users’ unadorned
hands. Nevertheless, the short travelling distance, unwanted
noise, and safety issues of ultrasonic method limit the appli-
cations of ultrasound-based haptic devices.

To provide haptic interaction with low static friction and
low inertia, Hollis et al. [17], [18] developed a haptic device
based on magnetic levitation principles, producing haptic
feedback when electric currents interact with permanent
magnets that fixed along the inner walls of the device. This
device eliminates the mechanical friction and transfer joints,
thus it has the potential to help users better perceive soft tis-
sue [19]. However, its workspace is small because the move-
ment of its handle is limited. Berkelman et al. [20], [21]
extended the motion range by designing a planar array con-
taining 10 cylindrical electromagnetism coils, producing hap-
tic feedback on the planar array via a suspense stylus.
Additionally, Hu et al. [22] invented a magnetic levitation
haptic feedback system for open surgery simulation and
training system [23]. However, Berkelman simply placed
coils on a hexagonal plane [24], [25] andHu decentralized the
coils into a concave area [22], [23]. They did not concern
the problem that some magnetic field areas may not provide
the required feedback force. Besides, they have not yet pro-
vided a reasonable explanation about how to place the coils,
that is, how to determine the suitable position and angle of
coils for producing accurate haptic feedback while saving
energy. Therefore, these existing haptic devices lack scalabil-
ity because of the fixed coil array and lacking of the theoreti-
cal support for the design of coil array.

Inspired by the work of magnetic levitation haptic feed-
back [18], [21], [22], in this paper we propose a novel

magnetic levitation haptic device for providing accurate and
immersive tissue stiffness perception augmentation. As
shown in Fig. 1, the device is based on electromagnetic prin-
ciples, and current-carrying coils generate effectivemagnetic
field (EMF) in the workspace. Users can move our magnetic
stylus (a stylus equipped with a small magnet with compo-
nent of NdFe52) freely in the workspace and obtain a natural
haptic feedback. The magnetic stylus is tracked using our
cost-effective stereoscopic tracking module. When the inter-
action between the magnetic stylus and virutal soft tissue is
detected, the coil array produces the corresponding EMF to
generate haptic feedback. Different from the existing work
[23], [26] that place the coils with no theoretical basis, we pro-
vide a reasonable explanation by simulating the EMF gener-
ated around current-carrying coils [27], present an algorithm
to calculate the best coil attitude, and design an adjustable
coil configuration. To avoid haptic perception affected by the
external disturbance and coils’ temperature rising as the con-
duction time increases, we present a self-adaptive fuzzy PID
algorithm to control coil current accurately. The contribu-
tions of this paper are summarized as follows.

� We propose a novel magnetic levitation haptic
device for augmenting tissue stiffness perception in
a natural manner based on electromagnetic princi-
ples. The device has advantages of none mechanical
friction, easy expansibility, high accuracy and low
power consumption.

� We provide a reasonable way to design the coil array
by simulating the EMF generated around current-
carrying coils. Simulation results indicate that the
magnetic field can be sufficiently used when the coils
are placed on an appropriate attitude.

� We adopt probability clouds to describe the require-
ment of interactive applications and present an
algorithm to calculate the best coil attitude. Conse-
quently, the power consumption of our haptic device
is low and it can be expanded to other applications
conveniently.

� A self-adaptive fuzzy proportion integration differ-
entiation (PID) algorithm is presented to stably and
precisely control the coil current so as to generate
accurate EMF and provide users with high precision
haptic feedback.

Fig. 1. Principle of the designed haptic device for augmenting the tissue stiffness perception.
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The remaining of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews related work on tissue stiffness perception
and haptic devices. Section 3 describes the design method
of our magnetic levitation haptic device. Section 4 describes
the experiments and results. Section 5 discusses the experi-
mental results and conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

Surgeons often use special surgical instrument tomanipulate
organs or tissue in many medical procedures and their clini-
cal skills of medical professionals strongly rely on the sense
of touch [28]. It is necessary to augment tissue stiffness per-
ception in virtual surgery training systems to improve the
immersive surgical environment. Haptic devices can be used
to perceive virtual object, and improve the immersive sense
of interactionwith the virtual environment [29].

Many reserchers have studied the haptic perception aug-
mentation. Li et al. [8] proposed a tissue stiffness simulation
technique based on tissue stiffness maps provided by roll-
ing mechanical imaging using pseudo-haptic feedback. Dis-
ney Research [14] designed the AIREAL device, which is an
example of the air-jet haptic device, providing haptic feed-
back in mid-air by stimulating users’ skin with compressed
air pressure fields. However, the transfer of the air-jet
method is slow and its force feedback lacks spatial and tem-
poral qualities [15]. Carter et al. [16] designed Ultrahaptics
by employing focused ultrasound to project discrete points
of haptic feedback directly to users’ unadorned hands.
Hoshi et al. [30] developed an interactive holographic sys-
tem with haptic feedback by combining 4 ultrasound trans-
ducer arrays. Long et al. [31] applied the principles of
acoustic radiation force and put forward a method for creat-
ing three-dimensional haptic shapes in mid-air using
focused ultrasound. Nevertheless, the application of ultra-
sound-based haptic devices is limited because of its short
travelling distance, unwanted noise, and safety issues.

Kesner et al. [32] developed a motion-compensated actu-
ated catheter system that enabled users to achieve more tac-
tile information by providing haptic feedback during
palpation procedures. Quek et al. [33] designed a 1 degree
of freedom (DOF) skin stretch device to augment stiffness
perception. Li et al. [34] created a virtual tissue model and
users can identify tumors embedded in the tissue model
using a Phantom device. Ullrich and Kuhlen [4] utilized
two Phantom Omni to implement bimanual interaction.
One hand was used for needle insertion, and the other hand
performed the palpation operation using their modified pal-
pation pad. However, these haptic devices used for enhanc-
ing haptic perception are mechanical, which possess
inherent friction because of mechanical linkages and trans-
missions and affect the haptic experience.

To provide haptic interaction with low inertia and low
static friction, Hollis et al. [17], [35], [36] initially used Lor-
entz magnetic levitation to design a haptic feedback system
called Magic Wrist. Subsequently, Hollis et al. [18], [37], [38]
developed Butterfly Haptics’ magnetic levitation haptic
device. This device eliminates bulky links and general
mechanical complexity of other haptic devices and it is simi-
lar to a computer mouse with six degrees of freedom. Wu
et al. [19] used such Lorentz levitation haptic device for

perceptual discrimination. But the workspace of this device
is limited resulting from the limited movement of its stylus.

Berkelman et al. [36], [39], [40] winded coils around the
handle as a suspension. The coils cut magnetic induction
lines generated by pairs of permanent magnets to realize
haptic feedback when the suspension handle moves or
rotates. Given the limitation of translational and rotational
range of the suspension handle, Berkelman et al. [20], [21],
[41] extended the motion range by designing a planar array
which contains 10 cylindrical electromagnetism coils, pro-
viding force feedback for the suspense stylus on the planar
array. Moreover, Berkelman et al. [24] also presented a
novel system, which can generate 3D graphics and high-
fidelity haptic feedback seamlessly at the same physical
location. Subsequently, they increased the number of coils
to 27, which can provide 6-DOF feedback force [25]. In addi-
tion, Hu et al. [22] invented a type of electromagnetism
based haptic feedback system. They then designed an open
surgery simulation and training system, which was prelim-
inarily verified using a 1-DOF palpation simulation [23].

The above magnetic levitation haptic devices have
advantages of no mechanical friction, possessing the
potential to provide high-precision haptic feedback. We
simulated the characteristic of the magnetic field gener-
ated by current-carrying coils. The simulation results
show that some magnetic field areas can not provide the
required feedback force and the effective magnetic field is
related to coil configuration. However, researchers [23],
[26] did not concern this issue and have not yet provided a
reasonable explanation about how to design their coil con-
figuration. In this paper, we study the above issues in
depth, aiming at designing a novel magnetic levitation
haptic device for augmenting tissue stiffness perception in
a natural manner. We adopt probability clouds to describe
the requirement of interactive applications and present an
algorithm to calculate the best coil attitude, which can
guide us to design the best coil configuration for different
interactive applications. Besides, the existing magnetic lev-
itation system usually adopted classical control algorithm
with constant proportional, differential coefficients [26].
However, the coil resistance will increase as the conduc-
tion time increases, leading to the electric current of coils
decreasing. We present a self-adaptive fuzzy PID algo-
rithm to control coil current accurately.

3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

As shown in Fig. 2, our magnetic levitation haptic device is
composed of stereoscopic tracking module, magnetic stylus,
coil array, coil driver module, visualization module, etc.
When the operator uses the magnetic stylus to interact with
virtual soft tissue, the stereoscopic tracking module tracks
the motion of the magnetic stylus in real time and sends the
location information to the visualization module. The visu-
alization module performs collision detection of tool-tissue
and computes the feedback force. Then, the current of each
coil is calculated using the method of [26] according to the
calculated feedback force. The coil driver module intelli-
gently adjusts the current of each coil, making the coil array
generate effective magnetic field corresponding to the inter-
active process. Finally, the magnetic stylus receives the
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same force as the virtual stylus and transmits it to the user.
Consequently, the user can distinguish soft tissue of differ-
ent stiffness according to the haptic perception.

3.1 Real-Time Stereoscopic Navigation

Our magnetic stylus is specially designed to enable users to
interact with virtual scenes freely. As depicted in Fig. 2, a
small magnet is embedded at the bottom of our magnetic
stylus. The magnetic stylus consists of two small rods and
red markers are embedded in the connections between
small rods. Precisely tracking the position and orientation
of the magnetic stylus in real time is essential to accurately
compute coils’ current and generate the corresponding
magnet field. The existing work usually used a commercial
position tracking system to track the handle [24], [25], which
is expensive. To develop a cost-effective tracking system
with sub-millimeter accuracy for achieving highly precise
haptic perception, we utilize binocular vision to navigate
the interactive process due to its advantages of none contact,
high accuracy, simple operation and good stability, etc.
During the interactive process, two RGB cameras locate the
position of the magnetic stylus by tracking red markers in
real time. We perform calibration using the calibration
method by Zhang [42]. In order to track the magnetic stylus
in real time while ensuring sub-millimeter accuracy, we
adopt coarse-to-fine [43] and parallel processing method to
detect markers.

For each image frame I (the size is 1280� 720 in this
paper), it is time consuming to detect red pixels line-by-line.
To improve the segmentation efficiency, we first segment
the region of interest Iroi of the image I, and Iroi contains all
red markers. Specifically, we divide I into m regions at first,
that is I1; I2; . . . ; Im and I ¼ I1 [ I2 [ � � � [ Im. For the m
regions, we adopt multi-threading processing to detect red
pixels line-by-line based on the threshold method. Suppos-
ing that the region of detected red pixels of Ii is Si, thus
Si 2 Ii and Si ¼ ? if there is no red pixel in Ii. Therefore, the
region of all red pixels in image I is SR

SR ¼ S1 [ S2 [ � � � [ Sm: (1)

Supposing that the minimum external rectangle of SR is
T1, and Si 2 T1ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;mÞ. To improve the robustness
of marker detection, we add an offset " for T1 to obtain T2

and T1 2 T2. Therefore, the region of interest of the image I
is Iroi ¼ I \ T2. Si 2 T2ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;mÞ and Iroi contains all
red pixels. Obviously, Iroi is smaller than the raw image I,
which helps to avoid dealing with redundant information.

Subsequently, the markers are segmented from Iroi. To
alleviate the impact of edge blur and improve the segmenta-
tion accuracy, we blur Iroi adopting a Gaussian kernel
smooth filter and the blurred image is Iblur. We progres-
sively scan image Iblur and detect whether the pixel is red.
When a red pixel is detected, we detect the red region using
a recursion method. At the end of the recursion, we obtain
the sum of the coordinates of all red pixels and the number
of red pixels in the red area. The center coordinate of the
region is calculated by dividing the sum of the coordinates
of all red pixels using the number of red pixels. The center
coordinates of all red markers can be obtained while scan-
ning to the end of Iblur.

Eventually, the spatial position of red markers is calcu-
lated according to their position in the two images acquired
by our RGB cameras and parameters of the cameras. The
distance between markers and the distance between the
markers and the tip of our magnetic stylus are known.
Therefore, the position and orientation of the magnetic sty-
lus can be calculated according to the coordinates of
markers. In this paper, red markers are embedded in our
magnetic stylus and the center of markers are on the center
line of the stylus, which is beneficial for ensuring that the
position information of the magnetic stylus calculated by
the coordinates of markers is accurate.

3.2 Adjustable Coil Configuration

After tracking the position of the magnetic stylus, we calcu-
late the feedback force according to our previously estab-
lished interaction model. It is essential to accurately
compute the current in the coils to generate the correspond-
ing magnet field. We adopt the method of [26] to calculate
the current for each coil. According to Biot-Savart Law, the
magnetic field can be caluclated by B ¼ AIc. Here Ic denotes

Fig. 2. The left part is our magnetic levitation haptic device and the right part depicts its overall design.
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the electric current value and A is the current linear coeffi-
cient, which is related to the coil attitude. We adopt the
method of literature [26] to confirm the linear coefficient
matrix A, and thus the electric current to be loaded of each
coil can be solved using

Ic ¼ A�1B: (2)

3.2.1 Magnetic Field Simulation

To reasonably design the coil array, we simulated the char-
acteristic of the magnetic field generated by a current-carry-
ing coil using Ansoft finite element analysis and Matlab
software. In our magnetic levitation haptic system, three
current-carrying cylindrical coils are used to produce the
magnetic field. Each cylindrical coil consists of many toroi-
dal coils and the whole cylindrical coil is considered as a
superposition of multiple uniformly distributed toroidal
coils. The parameters of each cylindrical coil are as follows:
axial length H ¼ 62 mm; inner radius R1 ¼ 13 mm; outer
radius of coils R2 ¼ 23 mm; number of coil turns N ¼ 1041;
and the coil material is copper.

Equation (2) may have no theoretical solution for the rea-
son that the determinant of matrix A may be zero. In such
case, the haptic device cannot provide the needed feedback
force to the user. Therefore, a key process to design a mag-
netic levitation haptic device for haptic perception is to
determine the effective magnetic field area (the determinant
of matrix A is not zero) adapting to the interactive applica-
tion, where the current of each coil to be loaded can be
resolved.

In this paper, we simulate the relationship between the
EMF area and the coil attitude using finite element method
(FEM). As shown in Fig. 3, the red region denotes three coils
of different attitudes, the blue region shows a sphere, and
the EMF area is in the interior of the sphere. The top figures
show the relationship between the EMF area and the coil
angle varying from 0 and 90 degrees. We can see that the
EMF area gradually expands as the angle increases, whereas
its position is far from the coil plane. The bottom figures
depict the relationship between the EMF area and the dis-
tance between three coils. Similarly, the EMF area gradually
expands with the increase of distance, and the EMF area is
also increasingly far from three coils.

From the above simulation results, we can see that the
EMF area is closely related to the coil attitude. If an interac-
tive process just needs vertical magnetic field in a large
area, it would be good to place coils in the vertical direction.
Whereas if a magnetic field of various directions is needed

in a small area, it would be good to place the coils toward
this range from different directions. Therefore, it is obvious
that a better coil attitude helps to reduce coil current so as to
produce a certain magnetic field.

3.2.2 Coil Attitude Calculation

To quantitatively calculate the best coil attitude and reduce
the power consumption, we adopt probability clouds to
describe the requirement of interactive applications and
optimize the coil attitude by regarding the lowest power
consumption as the objective function.

Supposing Q is the interactive requirement of an interac-
tive application in the time period T . We defineQ as a func-
tion Q of position and magnetic field regarded to time

QðtÞ ¼ QðLðtÞ;BðtÞÞ; (3)

where LðtÞ and BðtÞ are the position and magnetic field
needed in the interaction process at time tðt 2 ½0; T �Þ, respec-
tively. LðtÞ and BðtÞ are all 3D vectors, thus Equation (3) can
be denoted as

QðtÞ ¼ QðLxðtÞ; LyðtÞ; LzðtÞ; BxðtÞ; ByðtÞ; BzðtÞÞ: (4)

We denote the joint distribution function of interactive
requirement as F ðL;BÞ (or F ðLx; Ly; Lz; Bx;By; BzÞÞ. For
arbitrary position Li and magnetic field Bi, we define
F ðLi;BiÞ as

F ðLi;BiÞ ¼ mðCðLi;BiÞÞ
T

; (5)

where CðLi;BiÞ is the assembly of the regions that satisfy
the following constraints at the time period t 2 ½0; T �:
LxðtÞ � Lix \ LyðtÞ � Liy \ LzðtÞ � Liz \BxðtÞ � Bix \ByðtÞ �
Biy \BzðtÞ � Biz. The symbol “\” denotes “and”. mðCðLi;
BiÞÞ is the measurement of C, that is the time span occupy-
ing the time period t 2 ½0; T �.

We denote the joint probability density function of the
interactive requirements as fðL;BÞ. For arbitrary position Li

and magnetic field Bi, fðL;BÞ is defined to be

fðLi;BiÞ ¼ @6F ðLi;BiÞ
@Lix@Liy@Liz@Bix@Biy@Biz

: (6)

In practical application, the interaction process is usually
denoted as a discrete form, Equation (6) can be written as

fðLi;BiÞ ¼ MðCðLi;BiÞÞ
N

; (7)

where N is the total length of the discrete sequence,
MðCðLi;BiÞÞ the number of CðLi;BiÞ in the sequence. The
joint probability density function fðL;BÞ in 6D space
describes the possibility in which a particular magnetic field
is needed at a particular position in the interactive process.
We adopt the possibility clouds fðL;BÞ to describe the
requirements of interactive applications in this paper.

For a particular interactive requirement, we calculate the
best coil attitude by using the aforementioned possibility
clouds. We define an optimization evaluation function E as

E ¼
ZZ
L;B

fðL;BÞBT
A�1ðLÞTA�1ðLÞBdðL;BÞ; (8)

Fig. 3. The relationship between EMF and the coil attitude. The top row
shows the relationship between EMF and coil angle and the bottom row
shows the relationship between EMFand the distance among three coils.
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where E denotes the power consumption of coils in the
interactive process, and AðLÞ is three-coil coefficient matrix
in position L. dðL;BÞ is the integral element of space ðL;BÞ.

In the circumstance that the three coils are symmetrical,
there are formulae ’ ¼ a ¼ b ¼ g; l ¼ lA ¼ lB ¼ lC . a;b; g
are the placement angles of the three coils and lA; lB; lC are
the distances between the coils and center axis. The best coil
attitude is the position where power consumption E is the
minimum in space ð’; lÞ. Algorithm 1 describes the algo-
rithm of calculating the best coil attitude.

Algorithm 1. Coil Attitude Calculation

1: Initialize the minimum optimization evaluation function
Emin ¼ 1.

2: while ð’; lÞ in the search area do
3: initialize the evaluation function, E ¼ 0;
4: for each ðLi;BiÞ in the requirement sequence do
5: Calculate the coefficient matrix AðLÞ at position Li,

and its inverse matrix A�1ðLÞ;
6: Calculate the power consumption B

T
A�1ðLÞTA�1ðLÞB

at position Li;
7: Accumulate the power consumption E ¼ Eþ B

T
A�1

ðLÞTA�1ðLÞB;
8: if Emin > E then
9: Emin ¼ E, record the current ð’; lÞ;
10: end if
11: end for
12: Get the ð’; lÞ and optimize the E;
13: end while

3.2.3 Adjustable Coil Array

To adjust the coil attitude conveniently, we design a special
mechanical configuration for the coil array. As shown in
Fig. 2, we design a pedestal to adjust the attitude of the three
coils, which contains three sliding supports, three coil con-
tainers and three coils. The sliding rails are placed on the
pedestal, the sliding supports are placed 120 degree apart
on the sliding rails, the coil containers are placed on the slid-
ing supports, and the coils are placed on the containers.
Three containers are parallel to the sliding rails and the
position of three coils can be adjusted by controlling the
position of three containers on the sliding rails. Moreover,
the angle of three coils can be freely controled by adjusting

the axle rolls. Consequently, we can obtain the best coil atti-
tude for different virtual reality applications of perceiving
the tissue stiffness by adjusting the coil attitude.

3.3 Coil Driver

3.3.1 Coil Driver Circuit

We design a coil driver circuit to control the coil current. As
shown in Fig. 4, the ARM Cortex-M MCU is the core con-
troller which generates a pulse width modulation (PWM)
signal to drive the H bridge circuit. The H bridge circuit
adopts the PWM signal to control the state (conduction or
cutoff) of the metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transis-
tors (MOSFETs) on the arms of the H bridge circuit so as to
achieve an variation in the current direction of coils. We
choose the complementary PWM driving mode to control
the coil current. In Fig. 4, Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4 are all NMOS-
FETs (NMOSs). Q1 and Q2 compose a group of NMOSs,
which alternately conduct on the same side of the H-bridge,
and Q3 and Q4 are another group. If Q1 and Q4 conduct at
the same time, two ends A and B of the coil will be forward
voltage and it will be backward voltage when Q2 and Q3
conduct. We use two H-bridge driver chips to realize full-
bridge driving. For a half-bridge, the PWM signals of two
channels are sent to an AND gate chip, and its output is
used to protect the NMOSs. The current of the coil can be
controlled by adjusting the duty ratio of the two PWM sig-
nals, thus to generate the required magnetic field.

3.3.2 Coil Current Control

Usually, there would be a certain deviation between the
actual coil current and the needed current in an interactive
process. Additionally, as the conduction time increases, the
coil resistance will increase, resulting in feedback force
diminishing and users feeling the tissue as softer. We pro-
pose a self-adaptive fuzzy PID algorithm to resolve this issue.

PID algorithm does proportional, integral and differen-
tial operations according to the error signal. The sum of the
three operation results is the output of the controlled signal.
The mathematical model of PID algorithm is denoted as

uðtÞ ¼ Kp

�
eðtÞ þ 1

Ti

Z t

0

eðtÞdtþ Td
deðtÞ
dt

�
; (9)

where uðtÞ is the output control variable of PID, Kp is a pro-
portionality coefficient, Ti is integral time constant, Td is dif-
ferential time constant, and eðtÞ is the error signal. Note the

sampling period as T , thus the integral coefficient of PID is

Ki ¼ Kp
T
Ti
and the differential coefficient isKd ¼ Kp

T
Td
.

According to Equation (9), the differential equation of
PID algorithm for coil current control is

uðkÞ ¼ KpeðkÞ þKi

Xk
n¼0

eðnÞ þKd½eðkÞ � eðk� 1Þ�; (10)

where uðkÞ is the adjusted coil current at time k, eðkÞ is the
deviation between needed current rðkÞ and actual current
cðkÞ, that is eðkÞ ¼ rðkÞ � cðkÞ and ecðkÞ is the variation rate
of eðkÞ. Kp,Ki, Kd are proportional, integral and differential
coefficients of PID respectively and Dkp, Dki, Dkd are their
correction values. In this paper, we use a current sensor to

Fig. 4. Coil driver circuit based on complementary PWM driving mode.
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detect the current of the sampling resistor, which is in series
with the coil. The detected current is the actual current cðkÞ
of coils. According to Equation (10)

DuðkÞ ¼ KpðeðkÞ � eðk� 1ÞÞ þKieðkÞ
þKdðeðkÞ � 2eðk� 1Þ þ eðk� 2ÞÞ; (11)

where DuðkÞ is the coil current increment calculated by PID
algorithm at time k.

The difficulty of the classical PID algorithm lies in the
parameter self-tuning in the proportional, integral and dif-
ferential link. For general accuracy requirements, the patch-
work approach can be used. To improve the performance of
our haptic device and ensure accurate stiffness perception,
we adopt the idea of fuzzy reasoning. The on-line self-tuning
of Kp, Ki, and Kd are performed according to different cur-
rent deviations eðkÞ and variation rates ecðkÞ. The key to
design a fuzzy PID controller is creating a suitable fuzzy rule
table. Our fuzzy rules are developed according to the current
deviation e and deviation variation rate ec of coil current.
When ej j is bigger, we should take a larger Kp to speed up
the system response, and take a smallerKd to avoid differen-
tial saturation, and limit the role of integration to avoid over-
shoot. When ej j and ecj j is medium, Kp should be smaller
andKd andKi should be moderate. When ej j is smaller, that
is the actual current cðkÞ is close to the needed current rðkÞ,
Kp andKi should be increased andKd can be bigger if ecj j is
small, otherwise,Kd can be smaller.

Supposing that Dkp, Dki, and Dkd are the correction val-
ues of Kp, Ki, and Kd, respectively. First, the deviation e,
deviation variation rate ec as well as the outputs Dkp, Dki,
and Dkd are fuzzed using a triangular membership function,
denoting the fuzzy linguistic variables of e, ec as E, Ec. The
fuzzy output is then calculated by solving the fuzzy rela-
tional equation using a fuzzy reasoning of taking small
operation according to our designed fuzzy rules. Then, the
precise value is calculated using the weighted average
method to acquire the actual outputs of Dkp, Dki, and Dkd
after the scale transformation. Finally, we obtain the PID
parameters Kp, Ki, and Kd, which are used to calculate the
incremental value of the PWM signal. Consequently, the
ARM Cortex-M MCU accomplishes control of the coil cur-
rent in real time. Algorithm 2 describes the intelligent con-
trol algorithm for coil current.

4 EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate the performance of our magnetic levitation hap-
tic device, we conducted quantitative and qualitative
experiments. In the quantitative experiment, we first com-
pared the experimental and simulation data of magnetic
flux density generated by a single coil as well as three coils.
Next, we designed a calibration platform and evaluated the
accuracy of our stereoscopic tracking module. Subse-
quently, we analyzed the effectiveness of our designed
adjustable coil array. Finally, the performance of the pre-
sented self-adaptive fuzzy PID algorithm was verified. In
the qualitative experiment, the designed device was subjec-
tively compared with the Phantom Omni device by recruit-
ing participants to distinguish objects of different stiffness,
detect tissue abnormality and complete a questionnaire.

Algorithm 2. Self-Adaptive Fuzzy PID for Coil Current
Control

1: Initialize system configuration, such as the PWM controller,
timer, etc.; Initialize the needed current flag flag1, the actual
coil current flag flag2, and coil current update flag flag3 as
0; Initialize PID parametersKp0,Ki0,Kd0.

2: while 1 do
3: if flag1==1 (set by interruption) then
4: Digitize the needed current r, flag1=0;
5: end if
6: if flag2==1 (set by interruption) then
7: Obtain the actual coil current c, flag2=0, flag3=1;
8: end if
9: if flag3==1 then
10: Calculate the error e and its change rate ec;
11: Fuzz e, ec and the fuzzy output Dkp, Dki, Dkd using a tri-

angular membership function;
12: Query fuzzy rule table, calculate the fuzzy output;
13: Calculate the precise value of the fuzzy output using

weighted average method, and acquire actual Dkp,
Dki, Dkd by scale transformation;

14: AdjustKp0,Ki0,Kd0 using Dkp, Dki, Dkd;
15: Calculate the output signal pwmout;
16: Limit pwmout according to the set threshold;
17: end if
18: end while

4.1 Quantitative Experiment

4.1.1 Comparison of Experimental and Simulation Data

of Magnetic Flux Density

We performed two groups of comparative experiments for
the experimental and simulation data of a single coil. One is
the relationship between the magnetic flux density and the
position when the coil current is steady. The other is the rela-
tionship between the magnetic field distribution and the cur-
rent. The magnetic field of a certain continuous position of
the z axis was measured from (0, 0, 69) to (0, 0, 124) with a
step size of 5 mm at 0.5 A, 1 A, 1.5 A and 2 A. Table 1 shows
the experimental and simulation data for a single coil. The
magnetic flux density of three-coil is measured at 1A and 2A
in different positions on the coil center axis (from (0, 0, 80)
to (0, 0,130) with the step of 5 mm). Table 2 shows the

TABLE 1
Comparison between the Experimental and Simulation Data of

Magnetic Flux Density for a Single Coil

Distance (mm)
Experimental data (mT) Simulation data (mT)

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

69 15 28.8 40 53.2 13 26.3 39 52.1
74 9.4 18 26.6 35.6 8.26 16.6 25 32.7
79 6.1 11.8 17.5 21.2 5.47 11.1 16 22.1
84 4.1 7.8 11.9 14.2 3.64 7.56 11 14.4
89 2.6 5.1 7.7 9.9 2.7 5.3 8.0 10.8
94 2.0 4.0 5.8 7.1 2.03 4.07 6.0 7.96
99 1.5 2.9 4.4 5.3 1.54 3.12 4.6 6.18
104 1.1 2.2 3.3 3.9 1.14 2.29 3.5 4.67
109 0.9 1.7 2.4 3.1 0.99 1.20 3.0 3.99
114 0.7 1.4 1.9 2.5 0.81 1.65 2.5 3.28
119 0.5 1.1 1.6 1.9 0.69 1.38 2.1 2.74
124 0.4 0.9 1.4 1.7 0.56 1.12 1.67 2.28
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experimental and simulation data of magnetic flux density
on the coil center axis, and the three coils are placed accord-
ing to the configuration of Section 3.2.3.

As shown in Fig. 5, the horizontal coordinate represents
the position of the central axis, and the vertical coordinate
represents the magnetic flux density in space. It is apparent
that the simulation data and the experimental data are sig-
nificantly consistent. The curve of Fig. 5a depicts the mag-
netic flux density of a single coil, which first significantly
decreases and then slows down after a certain critical value
with an increasing distance. The curve in Fig. 5b shows the
variation trend of the magnetic flux density of three-coil
with the increasing of distance. When the coil current keeps
the same, the experimental and simulation data are consis-
tent and the magnetic field increases to a certain peak value
and then decreases gradually as the distance increases.
Besides, Fig. 5 demonstrates that the magnetic flux density
doubles as the coil current doubles.

4.1.2 Performance of Real-Time Stereoscopic

Navigation

We designed a calibration platform to evaluate the position-
ing accuracy of our stereoscopic tracking module, as shown
in the left of Fig. 6. The calibration platform was designed
according to the workspace of our magnetic levitation haptic
device to ensure that the visual test environment is the same

as its usage environment. We adopted Autodesk Inventor to
design the platformwith fabrication precision of 0.1 mm.

As shown in the right of Fig. 6, the calibration platform
comprised 25 cylindrical location holes (?30 mm) uniformly
spaced on a planar grid. Cylindrical location holes were
designed to fix the tip of the stylus. Specially, we designed a
spherical tip (called location ball) for the stylus, which can
be just placed in the cylindrical location hole. This design is
used to ensure that the tip of the stylus is fixed at a certain
position. Moreover, the spherical tip can be rotated freely in
the location hole so that the stylus can be placed in different
poses when its tip is placed in a location hole.

To evaluate the positioning accuracy, many positioning
trials (eight trails in this test) were conducted for each cylin-
drical location hole with different directions of the stylus for
each trial. As the red markers on the stylus appeared in the
field-of-view of the cameras, the position information (the
orientation and the 3D coordinates of the location ball) of the
stylus can be calculated in real time using our positioning
method. It is worth noting that, the acquired 3D coordinates
are the position information of the center of the location ball.

First, we computed the 3D coordinates of the location
ball for all cylindrical location holes. For each cylindrical
location hole, we analyzed the coordinate of each dimension
(x; y; z) for multiple positioning trails by computing their
standard deviation (s). Besides, we computed the standard
deviation of 3D position (sD) by calculating the distance
between two positioning trails. Table 3 shows the analysis
results for 25 cylindrical location holes. The mean value of
standard deviation for 25 cylindrical location holes is shown
in the “Mean” row of Table 3. The mean value of standard

Fig. 6. The designed calibration platform for evaluating the positioning
accuracy of our stereoscopic tracking module.

Fig. 5. Comparison chart between the experimental and simulation data of magnetic flux density for a single coil (a) and three-coil (b).

TABLE 2
Comparison between the Experimental and Simulation

Data of Magnetic Flux Density for Three-Coil

Distance
(mm)

Experimental
data (mT)

Simulation
data (mT)

1.0 2.0 1.0 2.0

80 2.29 4.57 2 4.2
85 2.44 4.9 22 4.7
90 2.36 4.75 2.4 4.6
95 2.33 4.63 2.4 4.6
100 2.19 4.37 2.3 4.5
105 2.11 4.22 2.2 4.3
110 1.97 3.92 2.1 4.0
115 1.81 3.61 1.9 3.5
120 1.66 3.33 1.7 3.2
125 1.53 3.06 1.6 3.0
130 1.4 2.8 1.4 2.7
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deviation for 3D position is 0.28 mm, which demonstrates
high accuracy of our stereoscopic tracking module.

When we detect red markers on the whole image (the
resolution is 1280� 720) using a recursion method and
parallel processing, the positioning speed can reach about
40 Hz. In this paper, we divide the whole image into many
regions and detect red pixels of each region using the par-
allel processing and multi-threading processing technol-
ogy. Consequently, our stereoscopic tracking module can
reach 200 Hz while ensuring 3D positioning accuracy of
0.28 mm.

4.1.3 Results of Coil Attitude Calculation

To assess the effectiveness of our adjustable coil array, we
designed two different interaction application require-
ments. The first one is the interaction application of a

stylus and an elastic circular plane. The other one is the
interaction application of a stylus and an elastic hemi-
sphere. As shown in Fig. 7, the left of Fig. 7a shows the
interactive requirements of the elastic circular plane, and
the left of Fig. 7b shows the interactive requirements of the
elastic hemisphere. Using the constraints of (’ 2 ½0�;
90��; l > 2ffiffi

3
p R2), we calculated out the best coil attitudes for

both interactive requirements adopting the algorithm pre-
sented in Section 3.2.2. The result of the the elastic circular
plane is ð’0; l0Þ ¼ ð90�; 43:3Þ, and the result of the elastic
hemisphere is ð’0; l0Þ ¼ ð80:4�; 42Þ. We can see that the best
coil angle for the elastic circular plane is vertical, which is
similar to Berkelman [24], [25]. The best coil angle for
the elastic hemisphere towards the interaction area, which
is completely consistent with our simulation results
described in Section 3.2.1.

Fig. 7. Performance of our coil attitude calculation algorithm. For figure (a) and (b), the right part denotes the corresponding interactive requirement
and the right denotes comparison results of different coil attitudes.

TABLE 3
Performance of our Stereoscopic Tracking Module

Hole ssx (mm) ssy (mm) ssz (mm) ssD (mm) Hole ssx (mm) sy (mm) ssz (mm) ssD (mm)

1 0.56 0.37 0.31 0.31 14 0.57 0.65 0.37 0.41
2 0.40 0.20 0.39 0.25 15 0.50 0.57 0.33 0.32
3 0.34 0.39 0.36 0.23 16 0.64 0.16 0.41 0.38
4 0.40 0.46 0.54 0.35 17 0.70 0.37 0.42 0.39
5 0.50 0.55 0.45 0.26 18 0.35 0.39 0.53 0.23
6 0.40 0.28 0.56 0.29 19 0.40 0.29 0.42 0.21
7 0.40 0.12 0.34 0.18 20 0.38 0.48 0.41 0.17
8 0.58 0.33 0.41 0.35 21 0.51 0.30 0.44 0.24
9 0.66 0.58 0.50 0.36 22 0.46 0.32 0.41 0.21
10 0.50 0.57 0.51 0.43 23 0.47 0.47 0.32 0.32
11 0.50 0.23 0.39 0.20 24 0.51 0.27 0.55 0.24
12 0.53 0.43 0.36 0.30 25 0.20 0.27 0.14 0.16
13 0.54 0.44 0.31 0.22 Mean 0.48 0.38 0.41 0.28

Positioning errors (s) of 3D coordinates for 25 location holes.
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We compared the calculated best attitude for the elastic
circular plane (the left of Fig. 7a) with two other coil atti-
tudes which are similar to that of Berkelman [24], [25]
and two other similar to that of Hu [22], [23]. The right
of Fig. 7a shows their comparison results of power
consumption. Its horizontal axis denotes the whole inter-
active process and the vertical axis is the power consump-
tion of one interactive operation. Thus the area between
the line and the horizontal axis is the total power
consumption. The red line denotes our coil attitude
ð’0; l0Þ ¼ ð90�; 43:3Þ, and the blue line and green line
denote two coil attitudes similar to Berkelman [24], [25],
which are ð’0; l0Þ ¼ ð90�; 47:3Þ and ð’0; l0Þ ¼ ð90�; 50:3Þ,
respectively. Apparently, the red line is lower than the
blue line and green line. Moreover, the yellow line and
cyan line denote two coil attitudes similar to Hu’s method
[22], [23]. The power consumption of these two coil atti-
tudes is also higher than ours.

Additionally, we compared the calculated best attitude
for the elastic hemisphere with the coil attitude employed
by Berkelman [24], [25] and three other coil attitudes similar
to Hu’s method [22], [23]. The right of Fig. 7b shows
the comparison results of power consumption. The red line
denotes our coil attitude ð’0; l0Þ ¼ ð80:4�; 42Þ, and the blue
line denotes Berkelman’s coil attitude ð’; lÞ ¼ ð90�; 42Þ.
The red line is lower than other four lines, which also dem-
onstrates that the coil attitude calculated by our algorithm
can effectively reduce coil power consumption.

4.1.4 Performance of Self-Adaptive Fuzzy PID

Algorithm

To evaluate the performance of the proposed self-adaptive
fuzzy PID algorithm, we first compared ourmethodwith the
classical PID algorithm. In the experiment, we adjusted dif-
ferent currents using these twomethods (the current range is
300-3,000 mA, and the step is 300 mA). For each current, we
analyzed themean error (em), standard deviation (es) and the
maximum relative error (er) of 1,000 adjusted samples. The
comparison results are shown in Table 4. It can be observed
that the mean error, standard deviation and maximum rela-
tive error of our algorithm are all smaller than the classical
PID algorithm. Specially, the mean value of the maximum
relative error of our algorithm is 2.95 percent, reducing by
2.38 percent compared with the classical PID algorithm
which achieves 5.33 percent. The parameters of the classical
PID algorithm are Kp ¼ 0:2; Ki ¼ 0:5, and Kd ¼ 0:1, which
are used as initial parameters of our algorithm.

The stability and smoothness of the magnetic field is sig-
nificantly important for providing highly immersive haptic
perception. We then evaluated the performance of our self-
adaptive fuzzy PID algorithm for controlling continuously
changing current and compared the actual magnitude of the
magnetic flux density with the experimental magnitude of
the magnetic flux density B. The blue line of Fig. 8a depicts
the actual magnitude of the magnetic flux density. The blue
solid line, red solid line and green solid line of Fig. 8b denote
the calculated current of three coils adopting the method of
[26]. The blue dotted line, red dotted line and green dotted
line of Fig. 8b denote their corresponding controlled results
using the proposed fuzzy PID algorithm, respectively. The
horizontal axis of Fig. 8 denotes thewhole interactive process
and the value (current and magnetic of B) of vertical axis
changes with time during the interactive process. We can see
that the controlled current is consistent with the calculated
current. The red line of Fig. 8a depicts the magnitude of B
generated by the controlled current, and it is close to the
actual magnitude ofB. Therefore, our haptic device can pro-
vide highly immersive haptic perception.

4.2 Qualitative Experiment

Two qualitative experiments were conducted to evaluate
the performance of our magnetic levitation haptic device on
augmenting the tissue stiffness perception. Experiment 1 is

TABLE 4
Comparison between Our Self-Adaptive Fuzzy PID Algorithm

and the Classical PID Algorithm for Coil Current Control

Current (mA) Our method Classical PID

em(mA) es(mA) er(%) em(mA) es(mA) er(%)

300 8.00 9.31 9.33 14.00 16.93 23.67
600 8.60 9.83 6.00 10.94 14.70 8.17
900 6.32 8.33 4.33 11.36 14.45 5.44
1,200 1.10 2.99 2.25 6.59 8.44 4.08
1,500 2.21 1.86 1.67 1.40 2.43 2.27
1,800 3.03 0.95 0.67 9.24 11.79 2.89
2,100 6.26 8.36 1.90 11.89 11.12 2.38
2,400 6.04 8.10 1.25 8.04 10.09 1.58
2,700 4.90 6.04 0.81 13.42 16.15 1.59
3,000 4.14 4.94 1.27 19.31 20.27 1.20

Fig. 8. Performance of our self-adaptive fuzzy PID algorithm for controlling continuously changing current.
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used to evaluate the reliability of our haptic device to distin-
guish objects of different stiffness. Experiment 2 is used to
evaluate the accuracy of detecting tissue abnormality.

4.2.1 Participants

We recruited 22 participants (9 females and 13 males; with a
mean age of 28 years old) among students and teachers. To
ensure the objectivity of the experiments, nineteen partici-
pants had no previous experience with our magnetic haptic
device. All of the participants did not know the goal and
design of the experiments.

4.2.2 Apparatus

The test hardware is our magnetic levitation haptic proto-
type device described in Section 3. Three coils of the device
are placed 120 degree apart. The angle between each coil and
the horizontal plane is 60 degree, and the distance between
two coils is 40 mm. Phantom Omni is used to compare with
our device for the tissue stiffness perception. The tasks of cal-
culating our simulation model, solving the coil current and
tracking the magnetic stylus are performed on a PC (Intel
Xeon CPUE3-1230 V2 @ 3.30 GHz, 8.00 GB ofmemory).

4.2.3 Design

In Experiment 1, we designed six levels of stiffness for the
kidney model from small to large: A B, C, D, E, and F. The
appearances of all six objects are identical. Objects A, C, and
E are first used to familiarize the participants with our hap-
tic device and to train them to experience the process of tis-
sue stiffness perception. Next, we disrupt the orders of A,
C, E and B, D, F respectively, and the participants are asked
to sort the objects according to their perception experience
by using the designed haptic device and the Phantom Omni.

As shown in Fig. 9, we embedded a lump in a kidney as
the abnormal tissue, and the other kidney is the normal tis-
sue in Experiment 2.

We model the real-time deformation of kidney using
Vega, which is a nonlinear FEM deformable object simulator
exploited by Sin et al. [44]. The parameters of our model are
as follows: the number of vertices is 16,680; the number of
elements is 8,466; the simulation frame rate is 60 Hz.

4.2.4 Procedure

Participants individually entered the laboratory, and they
had no communication with each other. Two experiments
are divided into two stages. After all participants completed
the first experiment, we counted and analyzed the experi-
mental results. If more than 80 percent of the participants
can accurately distinguish the tissue of different stiffness,
we continued to conduct the second experiment.

The participant read and signed an informed consent
sheet after entering the laboratory. It is widely known that

there may be sickness phenomenon in the experience of AR
and VR. We told each participant he or she could interrupt
the experiment at any time if encountering problems. Partic-
ipants attempted to use our device according to our guide-
lines. After the preparatory work was completed, the
participant conducted the training task. During the training
task, objects A, C, and E were sorted from small to large
according to the stiffness. The goal of the training task is to
let the participant experience objects of different stiffness.

We conducted the first test of Experiment 1 after the
training task was completed. The participant was asked to
sort the objects A, C, and E, whose order was shuffled. We
counted the results and then conducted the second test of
Experiment 1. The participant perceived objects B, D, and F
and sorted them, and the results were counted. The partici-
pant had no interaction with objects B, D, and F using our
haptic device before the test, ensuring the credibility of our
experiment. The participant would then rest and wait in a
separate waiting area after finishing Experiment 1.

In Experiment 2, each participant was told to detect
whether the kidney model contained lesions in the virtual
environment. All participants were aware that the stiffness
of diseased tissue is higher than that of surrounding normal
tissue [5]. We told the participants that each kidney may be
in one of three conditions: (1) Neither contains tissue abnor-
mality; (2) Only one contains tissue abnormality; (3) Both
contain tissue abnormality.

4.2.5 Measurement of QoE: Questionnaire

After finishing experiment 2, each participant was asked to
fill in a questionnaire, which is designed to evaluate the
user’ s perceived quality of experience (QoE) for tissue stiff-
ness perception. QoE is related to the subjective user experi-
ence with a service or an application [45]. As shown in
Table 5, our questionnaire is based on four factors [46], [47]:
Sensory, Realism, Comfort and Satisfaction. “Sensory” char-
acterizes how much the haptic device contributed to aug-
menting the stiffness perception of tissue and whether the
interaction way is consistent with user’ s habits of the real
world. “Realism” describes how much the virtual environ-
ment is realistic. “Comfort” measures how comfortable the
haptic device is to use. “Satisfaction” determines whether
the user prefers to use the device. Each factor was evaluated
by questions rated on a 5-point scale. The mean value was
calculated for each factor, and QoE was computed as the
sum of these 4 factors.

Fig. 9. Kidney model. The left is the normal tissue and the right is the
abnormal tissue embedded with a lump.

TABLE 5
QoE Questionnaire

Factor Question

Sensory Howmuch did the haptic device contribute to
augmenting the stiffness perception of tissue?

Whether the interaction way is consistent with
your habits of the real world?

Realism Howmuch did the perceived experiences
seem consistent with your real-world
experiences?

Comfort How comfortable was the haptic device?
Satisfaction Howmuch did you prefer to use the device?

Each question is rated on a 5-point scale from 1 (Not at all) to 5 (Totally).
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4.2.6 Results

In Experiment 1, the participants distinguished the kidney
models of different stiffness. The statistical results of test 1
and test 2 using our device and Phantom Omni are shown
in Fig. 10. 21 participants (95 percent) successfully distin-
guished the objects of different stiffness in test 1. In test 2,
two participants wrongly sorted the two models of smaller
stiffness (objects B and D) using the designed haptic device
and two participants appeared the same mistake using
Phantom Omni. It is worth noting that one participant
made mistakes in two tests, and it may result from his poor
ability of haptic perception. The accuracy rate of test 2 is 91
percent, showing that our haptic device has a ability to dis-
tinguish objects of different stiffness. In Experiment 2, all
participants correctly detected the normal tissue and the
abnormal tissue by using the two haptic devices.

In addition, a score for the four factors (Sensory, Realism,
Comfort and Satisfaction) were obtained using a question-
naire. The QoE is the sum of four factors. The statistical
results are shown in Fig. 11 and Table 6. In Table 6, we com-
puted the average �x and standard deviation sx of each fac-
tor. In addition, we conducted a nonparametric test to
analyze the statistical results. The QoE of our haptic device
is not significantly different from that of Phantom Omni
(QoEOur ¼ 15:09 	 QoEPhantom ¼ 15:55, Mann-Whitney U
test p ¼ 0:1573 > 0:05, effect size is ES ¼ 0:52 and statistical
power is power ¼ 0:50). Therefore, our device significantly
enhances the quality of experience. The “Sensory” score of

our device is higher than that of Phantom Omni. Taking
into account that the accuracy rate of distinguishing objects
of different stiffness is identical using the two devices, the
higher score of “Sensory” is possible due to the way of our
device is closer to the natural manner.

5 DISCUSSION

The quantitative results show that the simulation data of the
magnetic flux density used to generate force feedback is
consistent with the experimental data. The presented self-
adaptive fuzzy PID algorithm can control coil current accu-
rately, which ensures precise haptic perception of the
designed haptic device. The positioning performance of our
stereoscopic tracking module was evaluated using the
designed calibration platform. Although the location ball
used in the experiment is bigger than the actual tip of our
magnetic stylus, the position tracked by our stereoscopic
tracking module is the actual position of the center of the
location ball, which benefits from the design that red
markers are embedded in the magnetic stylus. Moreover,
our design can ensure that the tracking module tracks the
same position in different trials for each location hole.

For the coil configuration of our haptic device, we have
reasonably explained the design of the coil array compared
to the existing methods [23], [26]. We describe interactive
requirements using probability clouds and further present
an algorithm to calculate the best coil attitude. The experi-
mental results demonstrate its advantage of low power con-
sumption, and it is easy to expand our haptic device to
other applications such as entertainment industry. How-
ever, we just focus on two parameters of the coil configura-
tion, that is the angle of each coil and the distance between
coils, more coil parameters such as the number and the
shape of coils should be concerned in future work.

The preliminary qualitative results demonstrate that our
device can help users to distinguish objects of different stiff-
ness and correctly detect tissue abnormality in the virtual
environment. Therefore, the designed device has the poten-
tial for augmenting tissue stiffness perception in surgical
simulation. The QoE of our haptic device is lower than that
of Phantom Omni. However, the “Sensory” score of our
device is higher. Our device does not require mechanical
transmission and the magnetic stylus is flexible, thus the
user can interact with virtual objects in a natural manner.
Therefore, the higher “Sensory” score benefits from the
question “Whether the interaction way is consistent with
your habits of the real world”.

In this paper, tissue deformation model was built using
the Vega software [44], which achieves real-time deforma-
tion simulation by reducing the dimension of the model.

TABLE 6
Means (�x) and Standard Deviations (sx) for Each Device with

Respects to Each Factor

Factor QoE Sensory Realism Comfort Satisfaction

Our Device 15.09 4.45 3.23 3.50 3.91 �x

0.9715 0.5096 0.5284 0.5118 0.2942 sx

Phantom Omni 15.55 4.19 3.45 3.73 4.18 �x

0.8004 0.3948 0.5096 0.5505 0.3948 sx

Fig. 10. Number of participants to accurately distinguish corresponding
objects using the designed device and Phantom Omni.

Fig. 11. Quality of experience. The QoE of our haptic device is not signifi-
cantly different from that of Phantom Omni.
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However, the process of dimension reduction would affect
the accuracy of the force feedback, which is one reason why
the score of “Realism” factor is slightly lower in the ques-
tionnaire. In addition, we simulate tissue of different stiff-
ness by setting different stiffness matrix for the objects and
we obtained a tissue abnormality by embedding a lump
into a normal tissue, which also affects the realistic of our
model. To achieve realistic perception of tissue stiffness, a
high precision simulation model needs to be studied for
real-time haptic interaction.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We design a novel magnetic levitation haptic device for
augmenting virtual tissue stiffness perception in this paper.
Users can sense tissue in the virtual environment using the
designed magnetic stylus in a natural manner. We present
to calculate the best coil attitude and design an adjustable
coil array, which provides a reasonable explanation of coil
configuration compared with the existing methods. The cal-
culated best coil attitude is beneficial for taking full advan-
tage of the magnetic field. The quantitative experiments
demonstrate advantages of high accuracy and low power
consumption of the designed haptic device. In the qualita-
tive experiments, the participants can accurately distinguish
objects of different stiffness, as well as precisely detect the
tissue abnormality using our haptic device.

To further improve the performance of our haptic device,
we will investigate the visual-haptic interaction model with
higher precision to achieve more accurate tissue stiffness
perception. We also will integrate our device with the VR
helmets, such as HTC Vive and Oculus Rift, to experience
more immersive surgical scenarios.
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